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Abstract. Diverse modeling and simulation methods are being applied
in the area of Systems Biology. Most models in Systems Biology can eas-
ily be located within the space that is spanned by three dimensions of
modeling: continuous and discrete; quantitative and qualitative; stochas-
tic and deterministic. These dimensions are not entirely independent nor
are they exclusive. Many modeling approaches are hybrid as they com-
bine continuous and discrete, quantitative and qualitative, stochastic and
deterministic aspects. Another important aspect for the distinction of
modeling approaches is at which level a model describes a system: is
it at the “macro” level, at the “micro” level, or at multiple levels of
organization. Although multi-level models can be located anywhere in
the space spanned by the three dimensions of modeling and simulation,
clustering tendencies can be observed whose implications are discussed
and illustrated by moving from a continuous, deterministic quantitative
macro model to a stochastic discrete-event semi-quantitative multi-level
model.

1 Introduction

The goal of Systems Biology is to analyze the behavior and interrelationships
between entities of entire functional biological systems [1, 2]. As the systems un-
der study do not support an easy experimental access and analysis, models play
an important role in gaining an insight into the systems‘ behavior and structure.
Models can be evaluated differently. For instance, properties of the system can
be derived by using methods like model checking [3]. Simulation is a different
approach as it means an experiment based on the model. Thereby, it completes
the in-vivo or in-vitro experiments of Systems Biology by in-silico experiments
[1, 2]. Diverse modeling and simulation methods are being applied in the area
of Systems Biology. Efforts like the “Systems Biology Workbench” are aimed at
integrating different data analysis, visualization, modeling, and simulation tools
[4]. In this context SBML (Systems Biology Markup Language) is being devel-
oped to support the exchange of models between different simulation systems
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[5]. Similar to CellML [6], SBML focuses on continuous systems modeling and
simulation. In continuous systems models, the system is described by a set of
state variables, whose time-dependent changes are usually specified by a set of
differential equations [7, 8, 9, 10].

Aside from the continuous modeling approaches the discrete approaches also
have increasingly gained momentum: the behavior of the system is modeled by
states changing at arbitrary points on a still continuous time scale [11, 12]. State
transitions are triggered by external and internal events, which is in fundamen-
tal contrast to the continuous state changes of a differential equation system.
With the discrete approaches models have emerged that integrate qualitative
and stochastic aspects: the values of some variables and/or of the modeling pa-
rameters are qualitatively scaled or taken from probability distributions [13].
Qualitative continuous systems modeling approaches exist as well even though
those are more rare [14, 15]. The same can be observed with respect to stochastic
continuous approaches, e.g. [16].

Most models in Systems Biology can easily be located within the space that
is spanned by the three dimensions of modeling: continuous and discrete [17];
quantitative and qualitative; stochastic and deterministic, although this catego-
rization is neither exclusive in each dimension, nor are the dimensions entirely
independent.

In the following we will add a comparatively less explored dimension to dis-
tinguish modeling approaches in Systems Biology: the question at which level a
model describes a system: is it at the “macro” level, at the “micro” level, or at
multiple levels of organization.

The more mature a field becomes, the more hybrid approaches gain ground.
In Systems Biology, the number of models steadily increases that are no longer
purely quantitative or qualitative, or purely continuous or discrete. Thus, we
expect the same to happen with respect to the organizational level: one level
of explanation will hardly suffice. The more so, as the goal of Systems Biol-
ogy is to describe the dynamics of cellular systems in their entirety [1]. In this
context, not only interdependencies at one organizational level but between dif-
ferent ones become of interest, as “the whole is to some degree constrained by
the parts (upward causation), but at the same time the parts are to some degree
constrained by the whole (downward causation).” [18]. The importance of these
interdependencies has been emphasized for systems in general [19] and biological
systems in particular [20, 21], and also recently for Systems Biology with increas-
ing urgency [22, 23, 24, 25] motivating the development of concrete models, e.g.
[26, 27, 28, 29].

This paper is organized as follows: in chapter two the modeling approaches
in the area of Systems Biology are categorized into the three modeling dimen-
sions, which were described above (quantitative-qualitative, continuous-discrete
and stochastic-deterministic); chapter three introduces the idea of the different
organization levels for the distinction of the modeling approaches (micro, macro
and multi-level models) and interrelates the categorization approach to the mod-
eling dimensions studied in chapter two with a focus on multi-level models; after
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theoretical considerations about the different modeling dimensions and their in-
terdependencies, chapter four illustrates the explorations based on a biological
application example; chapter five gives a more in-detail discussion of the compo-
sition and interaction of multi-level models; it is followed by a general discussion,
summary and outlook.

2 Structuring the Space of Model Approaches

A formal model is described in a formal language to be interpretable by a com-
puter system. Each model forms an abstraction of a system to support some
concrete objective. Thus, we follow the definition of Minsky [30] that “A Model
(M) for a system (S) and an experiment (E) is anything to which E can be applied
in order to answer questions about S.”. As Cellier [31] points out, this definition
does not describe “models for systems” per se, a model is always related to the
tuple system and experiment. A model of a system might therefore be valid for
one experiment and invalid for another. One consequence of this definition is that
it is very unlikely to derive a model, which is valid for all possible experiments,
unless it is an identical copy of the system and thus no longer a model. Modeling
is a process of abstraction. It involves simplification, aggregation, and omission
of details. Although processes of omission and simplification become particularly
obvious if the model is described in a formal language, these processes play also
a role in in-vitro and in-vivo experiments. Whereas it seems natural to conclude
that the physical medium of in-vitro or in-vivo experiments restrain the experi-
ments and thus the question that can be answered, one is often not aware about
that and what constraints are implied by the respective modeling approach. How-
ever, the diversity of modeling approaches applied in Systems Biology illustrates
and suggests that, depending on the biological system, the available data and
knowledge about the system, and the objective of the simulation study, model-
ing approaches are chosen deliberatively on demand and thus address the diverse
needs of modeling and simulation in Systems Biology - if we do not assume that
the diversity is caused merely by the diverse backgrounds which the modelers
come from. So the question is to be asked what do certain approaches offer in
modeling biological systems when compared to others. By introducing and dis-
cussing the dimension of organizational levels we will try to partially answer this
question for the case of discrete-event, multi-level modeling approaches.

First we will use the dimensions of continuous and discrete, quantitative and
qualitative, and stochastic and deterministic modeling to structure the space of
modeling approaches applied in Systems Biology.

2.1 Continuous, Discrete, and Hybrid System Models

Distinguishing between continuous and discrete systems modeling and simula-
tion has a comparatively long tradition. Although different modeling formalisms
do exist, e.g. systems dynamics, bond graphs, or block diagrams, the continuous
realm of modeling and simulation is unified by differential equations for model
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representation and numerical integration algorithms for execution [31]. Thereby
time-dependent variables are assigned to different measuring or non-measurable
quantities of the system. The continuous state changes are modeled by a sum of
rates describing the increase and decrease of the quantities amounts. Frequently
kinetic rate equations, like the Michaelis-Menten or some mass action kinetics,
are used for that purpose. Such modeling approaches are perfectly suited for
the reproduction of measured time-dependent trajectories and also easily allow
the fitting of the model parameters. Continuous systems models are the dom-
inant type of model used in Systems Biology [32]. A series of simulation tools
for continuous systems modeling and simulation in general and Systems Biol-
ogy applications in particular support a comfortable developing of these types
of models, e.g. Gepasi [33], ProMoT/Diva [34], Jarnac [35], DBsolve [36], and
Cellerator [37]. Continuous models reflect nicely what is measured in cellular
biology. Small samples of cell cultures are analyzed by extracting the DNA, en-
zymes, or metabolites, and by quantifying the concentration of the respective
species over time.

Often a cell’s activity is perceived as being discrete rather than continu-
ous motivating the design of discrete systems models. In contrast to continuous
systems models, discrete systems models assume only a finite number of state
changes within a time interval. Depending on the time base that underlies the
model, discrete time stepped approaches and discrete event approaches are dis-
tinguished. The latter allows to associate arbitrary time spans with each state
of the system and thus is based on a continuous notion of time, whereas the for-
mer is based on time that advances in equidistant steps. Regular, time-stepped
Petri Nets have been applied to qualitatively describe biochemical reaction
networks [38]. The use of stochastic Petri Nets marks the transition to dis-
crete event simulation and the integration of quantitative and stochastic aspects
[39]. In discrete event models state transition functions define into which state to
change triggered by external events, e.g. the collisions of species like enzymes and
metabolites in a biological model, or triggered by the flow of time, e.g. after the
time required for intra-molecular rearrangements. In discrete event simulation,
situation-based and time-based events can occur at any point in time and the
resulting state and the time span needed for reaction can be randomly chosen.
Thus, stochasticity comes natural to discrete event simulation (see section 2.2).

Continuous systems models can easily be translated into a set of differential
equations, independently of being defined as bond graphs, as block diagrams, or
as set of chemical reactions. The discrete modeling and simulation realm lacks
such a common denominator that is widely accepted, even though general ap-
proaches exist. E.g. Devs [40], Petri Nets [41], and π-Calculus [42, 43] are
formal and generally applicable approaches toward discrete event systems model-
ing. Each has been developed with a rather different objective in mind. The goal
of Devs has been to combine the functional, network and hierarchical perspec-
tive in describing systems, and thus stands in the tradition of general systems
theory [44]. Devs distinguishes between atomic models and coupled models.
Whereas atomic models describe the behavior in terms of state transitions that
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might be triggered by external events or the flow of time, and output functions,
coupled models define how their components, which might be atomic or coupled,
interact with each other and thus control the interaction between them. Thus,
a hierarchical, modular construction of models is supported. An abstract sim-
ulator defines the execution semantics of typical Devs models [40]. Extensions
of Devs support variable structure models [45], models that entail in their de-
scription the ability to change their own composition and interaction structure
which is important in modeling and simulating biological systems [46]. Devs
models emphasize the definition of states and state transitions and therefore,
are closely related to StateCharts, a model formalism that is widely applied
in Systems Biology [47]. StateCharts can easily be transformed into Devs.
A transformation of Devs models into the graphical notation of StateCharts
facilitates the understanding of models [48].

Petri Nets and π-Calculus have been developed for describing concur-
rent processes and are best known in the context of computer and engineering
sciences. Whereas Petri Nets focus on concurrent processes competing for re-
sources, the π-Calculus is aimed at describing concurrent mobile processes,
channels, locations, and interactions respectively. Thus, processes like protein to
protein interactions can be described easily [49, 50, 51, 52]. Its extension in form
of the stochastic π-Calculus, supports the definition of discrete event models
and their execution by discrete event simulation. Thus, established approaches
to transform existing continuous models into discrete event models [53], can be
used to define and refine models in the stochastic π-Calculus. Openly avail-
able simulation systems like BiosPI also push the application of the stochastic
π-Calculus [54]. Recent developments like BioAmbients which is based on the
stochastic π-Calculus, allow the description of spatial cell compartments, and
entities moving from one compartment to the next and thus increase the expres-
siveness of the language [55]. The Brane Calculi [56, 57] addresses the need for
modeling constructs of cellular coordination via membranes. It forms an applica-
tion specific refinement of the general modeling and simulation approach. In the
Projective Brane Calculi the membrane actions become directed thereby,
moving the calculi even closer to the perception of the activities within biologi-
cal membranes [58]. These recent extensions are aimed at providing means and
places for describing coordination and cooperation within biological cells [50],
and lend additional structure and expressiveness to the modelling language. To
specifiy the executional semantics of a model in a non-ambiguous manner an
abstract simulator has been developed for the π-Calculi [54], as has been done
for Devs like models [40]. One might note that when a continuous model is
executed, numerical integration algorithms discretize the state and time base,
and so diminish the conceptual distance toward discrete models. However, the
assumption underlying continuous models is still that the system behaves con-
tinuously with an infinite number of infinitely close state transitions in each time
interval. The numerical integration merely serves to approximate this behavior.
In discrete event models in contrast, no continuity of behavior needs to be as-
sumed. However, the situation becomes more interesting since recently it has
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Table 1. Modeling formalisms: time and state space

Discrete event Discrete step-wise Differential equation
input and output arbitrary arbitrary real vector
state space arbitrary arbitrary real vector
time base real discrete real

been shown that discrete event models can be used to obtain approximations to
the solutions of differential equation systems [17, 59]. This is done using a pro-
cess of quantization in which events are scheduled based on predicted threshold
crossings rather than time steps. Executed by a discrete event simulation engine
it will reproduce the trajectories, in some cases in significantly less time [60].

Often systems can best be described by a combination of discrete and con-
tinuous models, e.g. if continuous processes exhibit discontinuities which require
to switch from one continuous model to another one, or if leaving or entering
a discrete phase depends on continuous processes that reach certain thresholds.
Hybrid systems models combine continuous and discrete systems behavior. Many
modeling and simulation approaches for discrete and continuous systems have
been extended to support hybrid systems models. Hybrid Petri Nets have
been developed by adding continuous places and continuous transitions to the
discrete places and transitions of regular Petri Nets [61]. The continuous tran-
sitions of Hybrid Petri Nets are used to describe kinetic reactions which are
turned on and off by the marking of discrete places. These discrete places form
the interface between continuous and discrete partitions of the Petri Net [62].
Hybrid Petri Nets as a graphical tool are well suited to describe metabolic
processes, as they visualize chemical reactions and interdependencies. Similar
arguments motivate the use of Block Diagrams, that allow to specify graph-
ically continuous and hybrid models [63] and are supported by many simulation
tools, e.g. [64]. The origin of block diagrams, unlike that of Petri Nets, lies in
the continuous realm. To allow the integration of discontinuities they have been
extended by discrete elements, e.g. switching blocks. Both Hybrid Petri Nets
and Block Diagrams support the mixed signal approach in describing hybrid
systems [65]. In contrast to that, Hybrid Automata [66] move the distinction
of phases into the focus of modeling. State transitions of Hybrid Automata are
triggered by continuous processes that are responsible for describing the continu-
ous behavior of a system while being in one phase and determining the time and
situation when to leave a phase and enter another one [67, 68, 69]. The growing
need to integrate discontinuous behavior into Systems Biology models is reflected
in extending existing simulation systems, e.g. Gepasi, or in the design of recent
simulation systems for Systems Biology, e.g. the e-Cell simulation system.

2.2 Deterministic and Stochastic Systems Models

Modeling is the process of structuring our knowledge about a given system [40].
In this perspective, stochastic processes represent one means to express the un-
certainty of our knowledge. A plethora of methods are dedicated to the problems
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of stochastic modeling, e.g. to estimate suitable distributions for random vari-
ates, and to interpret the results of the simulation runs [70]. ¿From the view of
the modelled system, integrating stochasticity into the models might also serve a
slightly different purpose: randomness or ”noise” arising from small numbers of
molecules involved in processes like gene expression and regulation can directly
be represented in the model [71, 72]. Although stochastic elements are often asso-
ciated with discrete event models, they are also applicable to continuous system
models. In Systems Biology, inclusions of stochastic elements for modeling con-
tinuous processes have gained ground recently. E.g. chemical reaction equations
are described by so called stochastic differential equations [73]. These equations
determine the probability with which a combination of molecules will react in a
given time interval.

Interestingly, to solve these equations Gillespie [74, 75] suggested an algorithm
that transforms the set of equations into a discrete event stochastic model. The
representation in discrete event form is particularly striking in more recent im-
plementations of the algorithm. E.g. the simulation system Stochastirator
is a discrete event simulator with the typical event queues and the handling
of time and situation triggered events [73]. Stode [53] transforms automati-
cally reaction rates and model parameters of a deterministic differential equa-
tion model internally into a stochastic discrete event model. The probabilities
of single reactions depend on the number of reactants which again is subject
to change via occurrence of reactions [73]. The stochastic discrete event mod-
els address specific constraints of continuous, deterministic models: concentra-
tions do not necessarily change continuously, particularly if the dynamics of a
small amount of entities, like DNA molecules and plasmids, shall be modeled
[76]. In addition, sometimes, the dynamics of biological systems can be best ap-
proached in a stochastic manner, e.g. if the gene regulation is to be described
[77], where stochastic fluctuations are abundant [78]. The exact stochastic sim-
ulation approach is not practical for the simulation of metabolic processes, in
which large numbers of molecules of the same kind are involved, due to the
computational cost for the calculation of all individual molecular collisions. Ex-
tensions of the approach overcome these difficulties and allow the stochastic sim-
ulation of systems composed of both intensive metabolic reactions and regulatory
processes involving small numbers of molecules [79, 80, 81]. The combination of
stochastic discrete with continuous sub-models has stimulated the desire for an
easy integration of stochastic aspects into continuous models. One common ap-
proach is to assume a normal distribution for key parameters of the differential
equation system. The result is that stochasticity can now permeate the entire
model [16].

2.3 Qualitative, Quantitative and Semi-quantitative Systems
Models

Continuous models are usually associated with quantitative models, i.e. models
whose variables are numerically scaled, in the case of differential equations the
state space is given by real values vectors. However, continuous behavior can
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also be described qualitatively. E.g QSIM [82] assumes a continuous, respec-
tively hybrid behavior of a system and describes this in qualitative terms, e.g.
rising trends, falling trends, landmarks, etc. This approach has also been used in
Systems Biology, e.g. to describe the development of a λ-Phage in an eukaryotic
cell [83]. Often the lack of quantitative data motivates the use of qualitative
methods. Qualitative methods are often used as a first step to develop a quanti-
tative model [84]. E.g. one obtains useful structural information by determining
what variables play a role for certain kinetics and whether there exists a posi-
tive or negative influence between variables [85, 86]. Another motivation for the
application of qualitative methods is that they are aimed at answering different
kinds of questions than quantitative methods and offer different possibilities for
analysis, for example whether certain states can be reached by the system and
under which conditions. On the other hand, if not only the existence but also the
degree, and the effect of opposite regulations are of interest purely qualitative
models will not prove to be sufficiently expressive [32].

It is one advantage of discrete event simulation that its models combine
easily qualitative and quantitative aspects of the system [12] (see also table 1),
even though the assumption, that discrete event simulation requires less data
than continuous one, as stated in [12], has to be inspected critically. In hybrid
systems models, the “qualitatively scaled variables” come into play to describe
the different phases or to initiate switching from one differential equation system
to another.

3 Micro, Macro, and Multi-level Systems Models

Traditionally, two dichotomous views on systems prevail. “With individualism,
macroscopic processes are either emergents or totally reducible aggregates, while
with holism microscopic actions occur as local manifestations of system-wide
processes” [87]. In sociology the distinction between micro, macro, and, to medi-
ate between both, multi-level models is comparatively well established [88, 89].
Macro models describe a system as one entity. Variables and their interdependen-
cies, which can be expressed as rules, equations, constraints etc., are attributed to
this entity. Typical representatives of this class are differential equation models,
which describe e.g. a biochemical system based on concentrations and reaction
rates.

Micro models are models that represent systems as comprising huge numbers
of rather homogeneously structured entities. Only the behavior of the individuals
is explicitly modeled. The macro level of the system exists only as it aggregates
results of the activities at micro level and is used for reflecting emergent phe-
nomena, e.g. the development of specific spatial patterns. They do not have any
behavior of their own. Typical representatives of this class are cellular automata
and Lindenmeyer systems which are also applied for reconstructing spatial bio-
chemical processes in Systems Biology [90, 91, 92, 93, 94].

Micro models often form only a transition to multi-level models which de-
scribes a system at least at two different levels. Interactions are taking place
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within and between those levels. The description of systems at different levels
of abstraction and different time scales facilitates taking spatial and temporal
structured processes into consideration, e.g. [95].

Multi-level models allow us to explicitly describe “upward”,- and “downward
causation”, i.e. “the whole is to some degree constrained by the parts (upward
causation), but at the same time the parts are to some degree constrained by
the whole (downward causation).” [18]. Their importance has been emphasized
for systems in general [19] and biological systems in particular [20, 21]. The
relevance of interrelating micro and macro models has also been raised recently
for Systems Biology [22, 23, 24, 25].

The structure of multi-level models typically reveals whether they originated
from macro or micro models. If the latter is the case we find a multiplicity
of homogeneously structured entities, that describe e.g. different population of
enzymes and proteins. If a macro model has been successively extended and
refined to describe a system at different levels of organization, then comparatively
few sub-models typically exist and those are heterogeneously structured with
different patterns of behavior.

Individual-based models, which describe systems at two levels of organization,
i.e. a micro and macro level [96, 97], belong to the class of multi-level models.
They reveal their close relationship to micro models. In individual-based models
the individual entities and the macro level are explicitly modeled. The individ-
uals typically do not interact directly but via the macro level. Individual-based
approaches are also increasingly being applied in cellular biology [98, 99, 100].

In the following we will shortly discuss the relationships of multi-level mod-
eling and the previously discussed dimensions.

Continuous and Discrete Modeling. Multi-level models are neither restricted
to discrete models nor to continuous ones. If multiple levels are formed by a suc-
cessive extension and refinement of macro models they might be both, continu-
ous or discrete. Continuous models can easily be structured into different cellular
compartments, e.g. [101, 102], each of which behaves continuously. Even if multi-
level models contain many homogeneously interacting and structured submodels,
these might form continuous systems models [103], although in the case of many
homogeneously interacting entities discrete models of the individuals prevail.
They allow to combine a qualitative discrete perception of individuals and their
behavior with a quantitative, concentration-oriented view at macro level and
thus a comparison with measured concentration changes.

Deterministic and Stochastic Modeling. Again multi-level models might
work deterministically or stochastically. The question whether stochastics plays
a major role in multi-level models is closely related to the question whether
discrete event models are part of the multi-level model. Most discrete event
models consider stochastic effects in determining when and what will happen. In
this case a simulation run turns into a random experiment and has to be treated
as such [70].
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When Gillespie suggested the transformation of deterministic continuous
models into stochastic discrete event models, he also prepared the way for a
micro perspective of cells. Although most implementations of the Gillespie al-
gorithm, e.g. [73], record the number of molecules being in certain states and
determine the time of next event and the most likely reaction to occur based on
this “macro view”, they consider the molecules as atomic entities to be added
or deleted from the bulk solution. A next step has been taken in StochSim
which attributes properties to these entities and thereby, allows to observe indi-
vidual molecules over time. The model is based on a discrete step-wise execution
[104]. The dominance of discrete approaches in multi-level modeling and single
individuals being represented motivates the integration of stochastic aspects. So
most multi-level models are stochastic models.

Quantitative and Qualitative Modeling. A multi-level model might be qual-
itative, quantitative, or semi-quantitative. If only continuous differential equa-
tion models are considered the state space presents itself as a vector of real
numbers. Discrete event models of individuals support the representation of the
modeled system by arbitrarily scaled variables. To allow a discrete event simu-
lation to jump from one event to the next after some pre-defined time interval
has elapsed, the time base of discrete event models is continuous and introduces
typically some quantitative information - when does the next event occur or how
long does a state persist per se. Purely qualitatively scaled variables are also per-
ceivable. However, the combination of discrete, qualitative models at individual
level and quantitative (discrete or continuous) models at macro level holds prob-
ably the most appeal to biologists as they allow to re-unify two perspectives in
dealing with natural systems.

To support the modeling of complex systems, many formalisms, languages
and tools allow to hierarchically compose models. Supporting a hierarchical
structure of a model helps realizing multi-level models however not all hierar-
chically composed models are designed as multi-level models. They do not nec-
essarily describe a system at different organizational levels, they use the model
hierarchy for modularization.

If we categorize a model as being quantitative, stochastic, discrete and multi-
level, it is therefore interesting to ask what this means not only for the model
itself but for potential sub- and super-models: what can be deduced along a
compositional model hierarchy, which might or might not reflect the different
organizational levels. A quantitative model implies that all sub-models are quan-
titative, the supermodel might be semi-quantitative or quantitative. If one sub-
model contains stochastic aspects the entire model becomes a stochastic one. If
a model is continuous all sub-models are continuous and all supermodel will be
either hybrid or continuous. If a model is a multi-level model, its sub-models
might be micro, macro, or multi-level models, its super-model will definitely be
a multi-level model. If we have a micro model, we will have many homogeneously
structured sub-models each of which describes an individual at macro level, its
super-model will be a micro or multi-level model. A macro model might not have
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any sub-models. In case it has components, its components are all macro models;
the macro model itself can be part of a micro, macro, and multi-level model.

4 Biological Example: Diverse Models for the
Tryptophan Synthase

After these theoretical considerations about the different modeling dimensions
and their interdependencies, we will illustrate our exploration based on a bio-
logical example.

The Tryptophan Synthase is the last enzyme of the reaction cascade, which
is responsible for the synthesis of the aromatic amino acid Tryptophan. The
whole enzyme is a homo-dimer, whereas each monomer consists of two subunits,
the α- and the β-subunit, which are connected by a largely hydrophobic tunnel.
The enzyme has been isolated from microbial cells in [105] and characterized
by in-vitro experiments using radiolabelled substrates. For the description of
the in-vitro determined kinetics a quantitative, deterministic macro-model was
developed [106]. The deduced reaction mechanism of the enzyme is shown in
figure 1.

For each binding-state of the enzyme during the conversion from Indole-
glycerol-3-phosphate (IGP) and Serine to Tryptophan and Glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate (G3P) at the α- and the β- subunit, respectively, a distinct variable
was introduced, so that a system of ordinary differential equations could be
derived (Figure 4).

After numerical integration and parameter fitting the trajectories resulting
from several in-vitro experiments could be reproduced by the corresponding
simulation experiments.
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Fig. 1. Reaction scheme of tryptophan synthase [29]
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˙IGP = 200IGP -E − 10IGP · E
˙IGP -E = 10IGP · E + 8IGP -E∗ − 200IGP · E − 0.16IGP -E
˙IGP -E∗ = 0.16IGP -E + 11Ind-G3P -E∗ − 8IGP -E∗ − 24IGP -E∗

˙Ind-G3P -E∗ = 24IGP -E∗+2G3P -E ·Ind−20Ind-G3P -E∗−11Ind-G3P -E∗

˙G3P -E = 20Ind-G3P -E∗+0.2G3P ·E−2G3P -E ·Ind−200G3P -E ·Ind
˙G3P = 200G3P -E − 0.2G3P · E
˙Ind = 20Ind-G3P -E∗ − 2G3P -E · Ind − 2EAA · Ind
˙Ser = 20E-Ser − 0.135Ser · E
˙E-Ser = 0.135Ser · E + 10EAA − 20E-Ser − 45E-Ser
˙EAA = 45E-Ser − 10EAA − 2EAA · Ind

˙E∗AA-Ind = 2EAA · Ind + 0.1E∗-Trp − 1000E∗AA-Ind
˙EsTrp = 1000E∗AA-Ind + 0.5E · Trp − 0.1E∗-Trp − 8E∗-Trp

˙Trp = 8E∗-Trp − 0.5E · Trp

Fig. 2. Continuous macro model of the tryptophan synthase

Summarizing the model it is clear that:

– it is a continuous systems model since the equation system 4 describes contin-
uous change rates of the metabolite concentrations via balancing the reaction
velocity terms for the building and decay of the different entities;

– it is a macro-model – as the model contains only one level and no individ-
ual entities are modeled, but homogeneous populations of the entities are
regarded as one variable and all variables are attributed to the same entity:
the tryptophan synthase system;

– it is deterministic – as equations 4 do not contain stochastic elements,
like distribution functions for inter-arrival times or the different enzyme-
metabolite populations (IGP-E, etc.);

– it is quantitative - as the state space is a real-valued vector (IGP-E, etc.);

As mentioned above, the model is particularly suited for the description of
the experimentally determined concentration changes. Nevertheless some known
structural characteristics of the enzyme Tryptophan Synthase are not reflected
equally well. Especially the macro-models’ description of the hydrophobic chan-
nel is strongly simplified: it is known from independently performed X-Ray ex-
periments for the structural analysis, that the tunnel can store up to four indole
molecules. This could imply a time delay for tunneling the indole from the α-
to the corresponding β-subunit, that was not taken into account by the macro-
model. Integrating the tunnel’s capacity into the described macro model would
significantly complicate the model’s execution, since time-delayed differential
equations have to be defined. In addition, it would burden the model structure
reducing the transparency of the model.

Therefore a discrete-event stochastic multi-level model was generated [100] to
allow a more detailed description of the individual enzymes including additional
structural (qualitative) information about the enzymes and to allow at the same
time the reproduction of the in-vitro experiments. In spite of the additional com-
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Fig. 3. A multi-level model of tryptophan synthase [29]

plexity the multi-level model should remain transparent for the experimentalists,
see figure 3.

In the following the conversion of the continuous deterministic macro-model
into the discrete-event stochastic multi-level model is discussed in more detail
step by step:

1. Transformation of a continuous deterministic macro-model to a discrete-
event stochastic macro-model:

– this is e.g. done by the Gillespie Algorithm [74], that was deduced to ex-
actly simulate a stochastic differential equation system describing chemi-
cal reactions systems. Depending on the actual numbers of each molecule
and enzymes in each binding-state at a discrete time, the algorithm de-
duces, when the next reaction will take place and what reaction it will
be. After that time the number of molecules and enzymes with different
binding-states is updated and the next reaction time is determined;

2. Transformation of a discrete-event stochastic macro model to a step-wise-
discrete stochastic micro model :

– to form a micro model from the discrete stochastic macro-model indi-
vidual entities with their properties, i.e. in our case mainly the different
binding-states of the enzymes, have to be modeled;

– corresponding simulations can be realized in Stochsim: at each time
step of the simulation, which is determined by the fastest reaction step,
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Fig. 4. Phases and transitions for an α-subunit of a single enzyme [29]

i.e. in our case the tunneling reaction, two molecules were randomly
chosen. Their current properties, i.e. binding-states, decide whether a
reaction can take place at all. According to the probability defined for
this reaction (which is correlated to the reaction’s velocity) the reaction
will actually be executed;

– the simulation is time-consuming due to the many time-steps, at which
no reaction takes places;

3. Transformation of a step-wise-discrete stochastic micro model to a discrete-
event stochastic multi-level model :

– micro to multi-level: The individual enzyme with its different binding-
states is subdivided into an α- and a β-subunit, which communicate via
the tunnel.
In addition to the individual enzymes, a macro-level is introduced which
records the IGP, Ser, Trp, Ind, G3P molecules and the α- β-models in
the bulk solution. It has the function to distribute the substrate and
product molecules to and from the individual enzymes. The frequency
is determined by the current concentration of metabolites and enzymes
and the velocity of the different reactions. It offers a macro perspective
on the system, where the bulk solution is the system of interest having
concentrations and equations for describing the change of concentrations
attributed to it. As the bulk solution contains only metabolites that are
of interest for the tryptophan synthase, each change of concentration is
translated into forwarding metabolites to individual enzymes. In addi-
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tion, the macro level records the trajectories of the metabolite concen-
trations over time and can be used for validating the model based on the
in-vitro experiments.

– step-wise-discrete to discrete-event: the internal state, i.e. the binding-
state, of the α/β-model determines whether a reaction will take place
and when, this is defined according to the Gillespie algorithm (Figure 4).

5 Different Perspectives of Multi-level Models

Byadopting theobjectmetaphor, thenumberofdiscreteandcontinuous simulation
systems that integrate the different traditional views in modeling systems, i.e. as
functional models, as networks of interactions, and as hierarchical composition
of models is steadily increasing, e.g. James [107], GenomicObjectnet, [108],
e-cell [109], and BiosPI [110]. Thereby, composition and interaction determine
the overall structure of a model in general and of a multi-level model in particular.

At the lowest layer we find functional models of individuals. They might be
represented as quantitative, or qualitative, continuous or discrete model, inte-
grating stochastic aspects or describing the system’s behavior deterministically.
To define the interaction between models, interfaces have to be defined. To let
models interact it is important to distinguish between so called “value couplings”
that support a direct exchange of values, so each change in one submodel is di-
rectly reflected to a change in another submodel, and an exchange of values by
events. Whereas the former supports the coupling of continuous models the lat-
ter is used to support the coupling of discrete systems models. A combination
of both allows to support the coupling of hybrid models. To facilitate the in-
teraction, often the interaction of hybrid submodels is restricted to exchanging
discrete events at discrete times [111, 112].

Grouping stongly interacting submodels into one model supports a hierarchi-
cal composition of models. Thus, a compositional hierarchy is introduced bottom
up. Similarly we can assume that a hierarchy is introduced top down by starting
with the coupled or composite model and asking for its components. Most mod-
eling formalisms assume a strong composition, i.e. one model component belongs
only to one coupled model. Often coupled models or composite models simply
frame a group of models so that they can be treated as one model, e.g. as it is
the case in Devs, in composite hierarchical Petri Nets, like the GenomicOb-
jectNet [113], and in BioAmbients [55]. To belong to the components of such
a coupled model can easily be interpreted as residing in one space. This view is
emphasized in BioAmbients [55], which, based on the stochastic π-Calculus,
is directed toward supporting higher level abstractions and the description of
complex, spatial phenomena in Systems Biology.

If a coupled model is interpreted as representing a spatial cell compartment,
the ability to support variable structure models, i.e., models that are able to
change their own composition and interaction structure [45], becomes a pre-
requisite to describe phenomena of proteins joining and leaving cell compart-
ments. Composite models have no behavior of their own, their behavior is spec-
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Fig. 5. Screen shot explicating the atomic, the network and the hierarchy perspective
in multi-level modeling [114]

ified by their components and their interactions. This lack of own state and
behavior does not hamper to use them to introduce a notion what does and
what does not belong to a single cell compartment. However, to explicitly de-
scribe a macro view, a separate model has to be introduced to describe state
and dynamic at the macro level, as has been done to model the Tryptophan
synthase in James (Fig. 5). The multi-level model contains sub-models that de-
scribe enzymes as micro models, and sub-models that describe the behavior of
entire enzyme populations as macro models.

Figure 5 represents the different perspectives in modeling. The macro level
contains models that describe the state and dynamics of the different popula-
tions of the bulk solution (see also figure 3). The macro models responsible for
the indole, the serine, the IGP, and the G3P interact with the “micro model” re-
sponsible for the synthase. The former keeps track of the amounts of substrates,
products and enzymes and defines the behavior at the level of concentrations
and collision probability.

The micro model synthase contains thousands of models each of which de-
scribes a single enzyme, (figure 5 in upper left corner). Thus, the overall compo-
sition tree is highly unbalanced, one of the children has more than 800 children.
As we are interested in the role the channel plays in the tryptophan synthase,
we define the enzyme model to consist of two different subunits, i.e. α and β,
which communicate via the channel (see figure 5 on the right hand side). The
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behavior of each subunit is modeled as discrete transitions from one state to the
other. State changes might be triggered by the arrival of metabolites or by the
flow of time (see figure 5 in the lower, left corner).

Multi-level models promise a flexible approach toward the understanding
of cellular systems. However, they also provide new challenges for modeling,
simulation, and visualization techniques, alike – which is illustrated in the above
figure. Different perspectives on the model, that can be interactively selected
and refined, are needed to visualize the model structure in a compact manner
and to enable users to rapidly manipulate the model structure [114].

6 Discussion

Thinking about variables and their continuous change rates appears closely re-
lated to a macro perception rather than a micro perception of a system. Con-
tinuous models reflect the observation of experiments in cellular biology nicely.
The starting point of multi-level models seems somehow different. It is focused
on the active entities of the processes. Their states, behavior, and interaction
with others are directly described. In continuous models the structural informa-
tion are indirectly deducible from the model parameter and the structure of the
differential equations. Though continuous models can easily be structured into
components or objects to describe a system as being comprised of interacting
subsystems, often the focus is on the global scheme of reaction mechanisms.

Discrete modeling approaches prevail if single entities and their dynamics
shall be described. Since many phenomena can only be measured on popula-
tion level, models of single enzymes are typically only checked for plausibility.
For validation model populations can be created, thus turning to micro models
embracing many individuals. To consider the slight deviation between individ-
uals stochastic effects are introduced supporting realistic phenomena on macro
level. Individual-based models combine a macro and micro view on the system
under study. They form a first step toward multi-level models, where different
description levels of systems are integrated. Interaction and coordination are
taking place within and between levels of organization. Modularity, hierarchical
structure, and flexible modeling come natural to multi-level models, however at
the cost of simulation efficiency requiring special solutions [115]. There however,
appears to be no silver bullet for modeling cellular systems. The objective of the
simulation study should drive the level of resolutions chosen, structure, and the
formalism employed. The background of the modelers might bias the choice of
approach unintentionally. Therefore they should educate themselves to appreci-
ate the variety of choices that have become available in the last several years.

The multi-level modeling approach offers a way of bridging between micro
and macro level constructs. The concept of homomorphism has been proposed
as the way to express macro level constructs in terms of micro level ones in a way
that preserves their behavior. Although several examples have been developed
to illustrate this approach [44, 116, 117], more research and more attempts to
apply the research results are sorely needed. Advances in modeling, simulation,
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and computational biology in general, may well hinge on achieving better ways
to include multiple levels of resolution. Multi-level models move the focus of
modeling and simulation from seeking the most simplistic model able to repro-
duce the observed data, to a flexible, easily refinable and re-usable “middle-out”
model-design that suits the structure of our knowledge and the current question
of interest best.
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